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Student Government teeters on the wall,
Will Student Government take another fall?
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April 24th
"Why should you go"?
By Nick Stojanovic
STRUGGLE
It's hard for the young people of
"What, another one?"
our generation, in this age of inThis is the response of many
stant breakfasts and instantaneous
students and anti-war activists to
communication to realize that the
the call by all the major peace
road to change is a hard and long
groups for massive and peaceful
one. In order for real victories to
demonstrations in Washington
be won in the struggle to end the
D .C. and San Francisco this April
war we must all have a high degree
24th.
of compassion and dedication.
Veteran student marcher,
When one fights the world's larg"Shit, we've been marching since
est and best equipped military and
'65 and look, the war isn't over! So
governmental apparatus you must
why march againr'
This kind of response usually · come to realize that it's a struggle
with many setbacks and with lots
reveals basic (mistaken) assumpand lots of frustration. A million
tions we all have had about the napeople can march in D .C. but Nixture and effects of demonstrations
on is going to say, 'Tm not lookin the past.
ing or listening." Ha! You can bet
One--demonstrations in themhe's doing both really hard. He's
selves can end wars.
especially looking at the type of
Two-----<lemonstrations
compersons in the march. If they're
posed mainly of students can instudents o.k. it's a joke. But if its
fluence those in power to put an
middle class working folks, look
end to the war.
out.
Three--if several marches fail
Expanding the Movement
to obtain their demanded goals
Today the peace movement has
that demonstrations are at best
gotten endorsements from litermerely symbolic and at worst toally hundreds of labor organizatally useless.
tions for this April 24th. That's
Sometimes we fail to realize
really important, that's where the
that even though anti-war demonpower to end the war is. Many stustrations didn't bring an end to
dents realized this and have set
this war in the past, that just
themselves to work trying to show
maybe they somehow helped lessas many people as possible why
en the original intent of many U.S.
Vietnam is wrong and what to do
military operations. Witness the
about it. They learned that stuCambodian Invasion.
dents don't hold the power necesCAMBODIA
sary to bring an end to the war. But
The action taken by Congress,
they do hold the key to initiating
in direct response to the massive
massive protests of all kinds.
protests, gave realization to the repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolu- Those students put aside their bitterness and apathy'and are now intion, and the enactment of the
volved in planning on how to
Cooper-Church bill prohibiting
mobilize the largest number of
the further use of U.S. ground
people in every part of our nation,
troops outside of Vietnam. This
to move against the war, marching
was a real victory for the U .S.
anti-war movement. Another step April 24th will merely be one astoward ending the useless carnage pect of this educative process.
Radicalization
we call Vietnam.
Ifwe think about our own politNIXON
ical development we can clearly
Events have come to a point
now in which every move Nixon see that the realization that this
takes he must take into account war is wrong didn't come over
the response of the mass anti-war night to any of us. It came in steps,
sentiment here at home, another sometimes little ones, sometimes
larger ones, but these experiences
victory for the anti-war forces.

Calls story
" ... rather too harsh"
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on two points in your article of March
25, l 971 on the library collection.
First, the question of purchasing paperbacks available at much
reduced prices versus hard cover books which are more expensive.
For durability purposes the usual practice in all libraries around the
country is to buy hardcover books instead of paperbacks. When
some books are unavailable in hardback, the libraries make a cover
available for edition at a cost which makes the paperback comparable to hardcover. Furthermore, the practice of looking for
cheaper books requires time of an order librarian who gets paid
between $10,000 - 15,000 a year. It requires clerical assistance at
the rate of $6,000 a year. Thus, a minimum number of 4,000 to
5,250 paperbacks should be purchased each year to justify hiring
two additional personnel for the purpose . Thus, in terms of cost
analysis it would be cheaper for a library not to look for bargains and
buy books through one or several agencies.
Second, the question of usefulness of books is highly subjective.
For a student, a book highly useful this year may be absolutely
useless next year: (e.g., 7th and 8th edition Samuelson, Economic).
For an economic historian dealing with development of economic
theory in colleges these editions are an absolute necessity. What"
may be good for one library may be utterly useless for another (e.g.,
a rare manuscript) .
There are hardly any established criteria available for purchasing
books for schools. Thus tradition is the method by which orders are
made . However there is always room for improvement at the price
of more time and better coordination in the library orders. In the
light of the above two points, I think the criticism has been rather
too harsh.
Sincerely,
F.F. Firoozi .
Associate Prof. of Economics

are the real basis for the beliefs we
now hold. Those ofus who desperately wish to end the war and have
become "radicalized" around this
issue probably participated in
anti-war demonstrations as our
first act of opposition. If we can
next assume that the best way to
win demands is through mass action, peaceful, so that large seg- ·
men ts of the American people can
identify with and participate in
marches demanding an end to the
war, we must come to the conclusion that demonstrations do
have some very important aspects.
(especially to those who are just
beginning to question our continued military presence in Indochina)
It is the job of the vanguard of
the anti-war movement-studentsto reach out, to turn around to all
our sisters and brothers and give

them the same opportunities to
grow as we had, so that they too
can come to where the rest of us
are today, only that way can we
really hope to end the war.
You and A pril 24th
Mr. Nixon continues his killing, his maiming in the name of
the "silent majority." This April
24th you will have a choice, to be
silent, and to, with your act of si-_
Jenee, condone the further napalming and bombing of innocent
peasants, or you can, by your presence in Washington D .C., show
Nixon and the world that the conscience of America is not dead.
If each person who is against
this war were to march in the
streets of Washington D.C. and
San Francisco this April 24th the
war would be over April 25th. It's
up to YOU, you can be marching
with us showing Nixon and Laird

our numbers and our concern. Or
you can say, 'Tm tired.of marching!", never once trying to imagine the immense suffering and destruction of the Vietnamese
people, who have been fighting everyday for over twenty years.
SANITY
When a system can effectively
. defeat an individual in his or her
struggle against governmental insanity, when we admit defeat and ·
fall silent, then we become part of
the insanity. Then we will never be
able to change the source of that
insanity. We will have lost our
ability to care, we will have lost
our ability to love.
We must fight to remain human
and alive, and ifwe have that right
to be free and alive then so do our
brothers and sisters in Vietnam.
Please care. Join the march on
Washington D.C. this April 24th.

Treaty surfaces
at northeastern
"Be it known that the American and Vietnamese
people are not enemies. The War is carried out in the
name of the people of the United States, but without
our consent. It drains America of her resources, her
youth and her honor.
We Hereby agree to end the war on the following
terms, so that both peoples can live under the joy of
' independence-and can devote themselves to building
a society based on human equality and respect for
the earth. In rejecting the war we also reject all
forms of racism and discrimination against people
based on color, class, sex, national origin and ethnic
grouping which form the basis of the war policies,
present and past, of the United States."
Peoples Peace Treaty
From now until the middle of April when people
depart for Washington, a table has been set up out- .
side D-104. This table contains literature and copies
of the Peoples Peace Treaty which need to be signed.
These treaties ratified by the people, will be presented to the government and if it isn't honored by
Nixon, the people themselves will implement it. 73%
of the American people want out of Southeast Asia.
Also we are tentatively signing people up to go to
Washington, and are trying to find housing. Hopefully by next week we can have more information on
this.

T ypewriter -r oo m opened
ANNOUNCEMENT:
The Student Mobilization
Committee (to end the war)
regrets to announce that due to
lack of faculty response to the
proposed ad in Print, the ad
has been cancelled. We thank
the few members who did respond for their concern.

Available 8 PM to 5 PM
Cliff Harralson announced the
presently only open during the
opening of a typewriter room · day . The hours are 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM. Mr. Harralson said
which all students can use. The
room is located .above the cafe- . however that they will be secured
teria in the old Student Senate
over the trimester break and then
office (E2 I 0). There are four
will be open to students at all
typewriters there and they are
hours. Until that time though the
provided free of charge. Because
present time restriction will con·the machines are not permanently
tinue.
attached to the tables the room is
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The student senate
elects a president
by Frank Konrad

,..

Late one Thursday night, around 1:30 A.M., the Election Committee, after counting an estimated 1,000 ballots, announced the final
tally ofNISC's latest Student Senate election. The election committee
as a whole did a fine job.
A week ago today, the new Senators met to select a president,
vice-president, treasurer, and secretary.
Julie Hartnett, chairwoman of the Election Committee, turned over
the ballots to the new senators, explaining the procedures involved in
tabulating the ballots. She then explained that three candidates had
been disqualified because of their grade-point-average ; it is required
that a senator have at least a 3.0 average.
Julie Hartnett left the senators, saying something like: 'that's it. It's
all yours now; if anybody complains about the election, don't call me.'
" Don't worry, we won't," a new senator said after she left. Everyone
laughed.
.
Carl Dahlstrom, a member of the Election Committee, then explained to the new senators that they were to select someone to act as
temporary chairman until the fou r officers were elected.
· But instead of selecting a chairman, some of the senators began
asking questions regarding the Constitution. Carl Dahlstrom, who
seemed to be the only one in the room who knew the Constitution,
answered the questions.
Dahlstrom then suggested that the top vote-getter, Brian Kilmnick,
act as temporary chairman to conduct the election of officers. The
senators agreed, and Kilmnick stood at the fron t of the room.
Then there seemed to be some confusion over the next order of
business. More questions about the Constitution. Carl Dahlstrom once
again answered them.
Then Brian Kilmnick, addressing Dahlstrom, made sure that the next
order of business was to elect four officers. Kilmnick then asked for
nominations for president.
Three people were nominated: George Crowley was nominated and
accepted the nomination; Greg Kmiec was nominated and accepted;
and Caryn Spayer was nominated. At this point, the proceedings were
once more halted; Caryn Spayer was not there to accept her nomination. She was posing for pictures with the Porn-Porn Squad.
I left at that point and found out later that the four newly elected
acting officers were:
George Crowley, President
Gregory Kmiec, Vice-President
Al Lamirano, Treasurer
Kathy Moore, Secretary
To fill the four vacancies created by these four officers, the Senate
decided that the next four top vote-getters should be named se,nators.
Thus, the twenty-five newly elected Senators are:
Brian Kilmnick
Caryn Spayer
John Caughan
Linda Lease
DanCreely
Lynn Ross
Murry Fisher
John Przekota
Carol Russell
Arnie Sandler
Phil Raffaelli
Mike Hionis

375
342
336
335
332
305
305
296
295
291
280
278

Chris Eirich
Dorothy Pierpaoli
Jennefer Peodges
Steve Goldstein
Bruce Knudsen
Allen Zwierzko
Clifford Wagner
Pat Szymczak
James Cuneen
Dan Chapman
Paul P. Sipiera
Jane McGann
Mark F~itek

275
271
255
244
242
238
238

4 of NISC's newly elected Senate wait for 1st meeting to open. Next
meeting, today, 1:00 p.m., game room, E-205.

Petition challenges
student government
The following is a petition that is presently being
passed around by some students concerned over the
legality of last weeks SG elections. Their hope is to
get one quarter of the student body signing it before
todays SG meeting. If they do and a referendum is
run on their proposed constitution PRINT will publish the text of the document and announce times and
dates.

We the undersigned, in accordance with Article
V, sections l and 2, of the Constitution of the
Student Community of the NISC (formerly
ITCC-N) ratified 14february, 1967 declare:
A) The present student government illegal for
the following reasons:
l . "This Student Community shall consist of all
students, graduate and undergraduate of ITCC-N
who have registered for one or more courses for
credit, and an undergraduate senate to operate as the
legislative body." (Art. I)
This government is to represent the whole col• lege community and yet only undergraduates were
allowed to vote and night students were not allowed
to vote as the voting area was closed at 5 p.m.
2. "The Student Senate, as the Jegisla.tive body,
shall be responsible for acting on behalf of the Student Community as a whole ... " (Article I I, Section

2)
What power does the Senate have to act for all
students if the Senate is not diversified among the
departments and if all students are not allowed to
participate in the elections?
3. "A quorum shall consist of three fifths (I 8) or
more of the voting members of the Student Senate."
(art. II, Section 7)
4. "No person shall be a senator or officer who
is on academic probation." (Article II, Section 8)
The election committee allowed at least three
persons who were on academic probation to run for
the Senate.
5. "The Student Community shall elect twelve
senators in the first week of October and thirteen
senators in the first week of February."
Twenty-five senators were elected at one voting
session in the fourth week in March .
6. "Charges for the impeachment of any member
of the Senate may be presented by any voting member of the Student Senate." (Article I I, Section 12)

Senator Chris Eirich Ustening intently during discussion at flrst meeting.

This section denies a non-senator the right to
impeach a senator.
7. "The officers of the Student Community shall
consist of a President, Vice-President, A Secretary,
and a Treasurer, who shall be elected for one year
duration at the February Student Community election." (Article III, Section l)
Officers elected in the February elections have
to be running for the specific office.
8. "Each officer shall have served for at least

two trimesters as a voting member of the Senate
before assuming office." (Article III, Section 3)
None of the present officers of the newly elected
Student Senate have served at all as a voting member
of the Senate.
9. "In the election of the officers, the President
and Vice-President shall be elected as a unit."
l 0. "There will be special qualifications for the
offices of the President and Vice-President; at least a
3.3 cumulative grade point average at the time of the
election." (Article III, Section 9)
11. "In the event that both offices of President
and Vice-President become vacant, all voting members of the Student Senate present, shall elect, with
the concurrence of a simple majority of voting members present, a temporary President, from the Student Community, to hold this office." (Article III ,
Section 10)
12. "In the event of a conflict between the
Constitution and the by-laws, the Constitution is
supreme over the conflicting by-laws." (Article IV,
Section 2)
The election committee did not follow the election procedure stated in the Constitution.
B) Further we demand that an amendment be
proposed to the present Student Constitution for the
student body at NISC to include the following:
l . That the present Student Government be
declared illegal and nullified and it cease to operate.
2. That the proposed Constitution be adapted
and become effective immediately .as of the present
Constitution's termination when this amendment is
adopted by referendum ·ballot, according to procedure stated in Article V, section I and 2 of the
present Constitution.
3. That an election committee (composed of the
President" of the Student Activities Council, and as
many appointees as he deems necessary) be created
to:
a) conduct this referendum
b) conduct the Student Association Elections
to be held in the second week of October, 1971, in
accordance with the proposed constitution.
4. That the President of the Student Activities
Council receive the authority to operate an interim
government between the time of this referendum and
the inauguration of the Presjdent and Vice-President
of the Student Association in the second week of
October, 1971.
5. That the President of the Student Activities
Council, while operating this interim government,
have the full powers of appointment and dismissal of
any and all students to committees which have student representati~n.

NAME
PRINTED

ID NUMBER
DATE SIGNED
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corey's
corner

SST Defeated
By Dean S~burger

The defeat of the SST by both
che House and Senate makes most
of us feel really great deep down
inside. Somewhere we know that
someone feels like we do about the
Pentagon's newest toy in the name
of defense.
The Tribune tells us of future
worries if the French-Concorde
and the Soviet TU-114 come to
dominate the world's airways.
This would mean that the U.S.
wasn't actually the world's number one showcase and father! To
be -a second-rater would be a terrible ego-ripper.
Well, the American system of
free enterprise can still maimfacture the SST. And why not let
them . Many of the people that
voted to restore SST funding, favor our free enterprise system.
This country was built on that system, so why not let it be killed by
pollution that way? What would
these people think ifwe had socialized medicine and hospital care
for the people? Right now we are
seeing that private colleges are
being subsidized, and state institution students having to pay
more. If the SST could get money,
why can't the C.T.A.? Just hope
that most states ban the SST so that
our cherished free enterprise system couldn't sell them anyway.
Now, will Mr. Nixon, hearing
the great financial call of the SST
find other funds to support it?
Maybe, if he gets his true wish,
someday our boys will be flying .
home from their latest war a whole
two hours faster. This keeps the
corpses in better condition, now
doesn't it? What happened to Mr.
Nixon's third point of his State-ofthe-Union-Address; his stated
concern for the environment? I
thank Mr. Nixon for stopping the
canal and airport that would ruin
Florida, but I wonder if he has .

Pitts Pot
Perks
To Those Interested m Coffee ·
Hour:
As I look over the calender for the
rest of this trimester, I see that the
end is really here!
Unfortunately, I will be attending
off-campus meetings on Tuesday,
March 30, and on Tuesday and
Thursday, April 6 and 8. Therefore, our two remaining Coffee
Hour sessions are:
Thursday, April 1
and
Tuesday, April 13

On Thursday, April l, there will
be some psychology majors from
North Park College who will be
visiting us . I hope that you will
plan to attend these last two times
of the term .
Very truly yours,
Griff D. Pitts
Associate Dean of Students

enough nerve to tell the Pentagon.
to pack up its toy and go home.
It is hoped that Congress has
redefined in the U.S. the word
'progress'. No longer are we little
kids watching TV on Saturday
morning and wanting the newest
toy in the commercial, that promises to be bigger and more expensive than the one we have
packed away in our closet.
From Chicago Today: "The
vote (on the SST) could be called
America's declaration of indepen-

dence from the Machine. It was
about time."
The Ecology Club is having another paper drive April 17. This
paper drive will be centered
around NISC, so we will be needing student co-operation. Please
start saving your newspapers, and
if you want to help, especially if
you know of an extra truck or two
lying around doing nothing on
that day, please let us know by
coming to a meeting on Thursday
in Al 10.

How U.S. uses

MEDIA_
On March 22, 1971 , the Dick
Cavett Show had an unweicome
guest. He was William Magruder,
project manager of the SST, and
he was on the show for the express
purpose of convincing the American public that there is a pressing
need to develop the SST. Cavett,
an ardent conservationist, had
previously featured prominent opponents of the SST, ranging from
William Proxmire (D-Wisc.) to
Arthur Godfrey. He did not want
Magruder, but the White House
- which was of the opinion that
Cavett's show had greatly contributed to the defeat of the SST bill in
the House - strongly suggested
that Magruder appear. To quote a
spokesman for the Cavett show,
"They suggested - and when the
White House suggests, it's more
than just a suggestion, that we
book Magruder ... " (Daily News,
3-23-71)
The following night, CBS represented "The Selling of the Pentagon," a documentary exposing
the great amounts of money the
Pentagon has spent on convincing
the American public that it is fulfilling some useful purpose. Since

government sources had angrily
attacked the show the first time it
appeared, CBS devoted an additional 20 minutes or so to broadcasting rebuttals by prominent
government spokesmen like Laird
and Agnew.
Before anyone starts to get uptight over governmental management of the mass media, let me
point out that this is all in accordance with the "fairness doctrine" which grants opportunities
for responsible spokesmen of opposing viewpoints to present their
views. (This is how anti-smoking
organizations got their message
through to America.) However,
there is one glaring inequity that
has yet to be resolved in accordance with the fairness doctrine. I
refer to the U .S. Army's recruiting
advertisements that have lately begun to proliferate on TV and radio. Why have they been allowed
unopposed propoganda? True,
they're advertisers, but so were
cigaret companies. "Ah,!' you argue, "but cigaret smoking is hazardous to your health." To which
I reply, "So's the U.S. Army."

Library notice
This notice is to remind students that all library materials will be due
April 23, the last day ·of the Winter trimester. The clerical burden
placed on the library staff every trimester, when students have failed to
meet this deadline, has not decreased. This trimester we make an
earnest appeal to students, asking that they return all library materials
on or before the deadline date. Students are also reminded that Library
hours during the interim weeks will be 8:00 a.m . to 4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday (See Schedule Below). These.shorter hours will make it
difficult for the working student to return library books after April 23.
All vacationing students are asked to clean off their book shelves
before packing.
Books may be borrowed over the interim weeks by students registered for the Spring trimester who show proper identification. Interim
borrowing begins Monday, April 12 and books will be due on Monday,
May 10. The proper identification is your tuition receipt, which you are
urged to carry at all times.
PLEASE NOTE BELOW LIBRARY HOURS FOR INTERIM WEEKS

April 24, Saturday ..... .. CLOSED
April 26 - April 30
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
REGULAR LIBRARY HOURS BEGIN MAY 3

The three of them sat in the dimly lighted living room. The father,
leaning forward on the edge of the wooden chair, spoke.
"Look - we've been through this before. We're not asking the world
of you. Just settle down and get busy doing something. Anything. Just
don't waste your time, 'cause that's all you got. We're not trying to tell
you how to run your life. You're a big boy now. But you just gotta stop
sitting around all the time and start doing something worthwhile. When
I was your age, l was ... " The mother glanced at him, and he stopped
short. He lowered his voice and continued. "We're only telling you this
because we love you . You know that. We care about you, and everything we do is for you. But do you appreciate it? l can't see it.
"Took off from home without saying anything. Worried your mother
half to death. Why. For this place? It's not bad, but it could be better.
You could start by cleaning out that sink of yours once in a while. And
maybe getting some rugs, or carpets, or something for the floor. And
the walls - they could use some paint."
·
He paused and looked around the room, and took a deep breath.
"Ah, I'm through preaching for tonight. We have to get home, anyway.
Gotta get up early for work tomorrow. It' s a busy day. Speaking of jobs
- uh - maybe if your hair was a little shorter, you wouldn't have such
a hard time getting one. They're not the worst things going, you know.
Responsibilities aren't all bad. A few good commitments never hurt
anybody . Even if you're not totally crazy about them." They got up,
and on the way to the door he asked his wife, "We didn't forget
anything, did we?" She shook her head slowly.
While shaking hands, he said, "Well, OK now, take care of yourself
now. Let's hear from you once in a while, OK?" Stepping over the
threshold, he turned around and said quietly, "Christ, I almost forgot to
ask if you needed anything around here."
He answered after a few moments. "How do you smile?"

1980-what does it hold for us
What will Northeastern Illinois
State College be like in 1980? That
question is being asked by Dean
Hudson, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. His office is
running a contest of sorts in which
winning entries will be published
and prizes totaling 125 dollars will
be awarded for those of special
merit.
DUEMAY15TH

Entries are due May 15th.
You should think about the next
decade for all of us at North.eastern, considering the challenges in our future-and the dangers and then write it. Form is left
up to the individual contributor.
The only limitation is a l 000 word
cut-off. Within that limit the
writer can be as creative as he
wishes. Delving into prose, poetry
or fiction.

Submit your thoughts to:
R. H. Hudson, Dean
College of Arts and Sciences
C-309
Campus

Art ~ajors
•
reVIew
The Art department has made
this announcement to all Art Majors who have completed three studio courses beyond Visual Foundations. Those people are requested to attend a meeting regarding Sophomore review. Important information concerning
the students portfolio and dates
for their review_ will be announced
at the meeting.
Art majors fitting that category
should contact one of the Art Faculty immediately about the time
,and place of this meeting.

~ & VERY FUNNY,
11

(1

~o

.! VERY
~ INT:..\:ENT, ;if!
AFFECTING MOYIE.

11

-VINCENT CANBY, N.Y. TIMES

"IT'S AMAD MOVIE, INSANE, ANGRY,
DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY AND
COMICALLY DEVASTATING!·"
-JUDITH CRIST, NBC-TV TODAY
a<;;:~
20th Century-Fox Presents

New geog.
course
Announcing a new "add" course
for May-June trimester, 1971 in
the department of Geography.
For undergrates with a Minor or
Major in Geography. For graduates with a Minor or Major in Geography.
Course title-World Acricultural
Geography
I

,!

Course number-43-315 Sect. No .
51
,
Instructor's name-William Millard
Meeting time & day-5-8:00 P.M
Mon. and Wed

EWOTTGOULD

SUTIIERlAIII .... -•• LOU JA

Senior Players of Ida Crown Academy
present

"UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE"
directed by
Elaine Sohn Rosenberg

...... ......

•-----

Sunday
April 4 2 PM
admission $2

at Mather H.S.
Auditorium
5835 N. Lincoln

CP

IIMQA ROOD
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CINEMA 2
Now Playing ~ARINA
MARINA
CITY-329-6150
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Factors affecting employment market
In the last two days, the Placement Office has received calls
cancelling teacher recruitment appointments for two popular school
districts. Dr. Don Williams of Elementary School District No. 64,
Park Ridge, stated that he would
come to the Placement Office on
Monday, April 29th, but he'would
stay only an hour or so and would
personally explain why his district
had cancelled recruitment. The
reasons are familiar by now,
namely, changes in the tax assessment picture, voter reaction to increased taxes as asked for in referenda, and increased costs not accompanied by increased revenues.

P.E., speech correction.and learning disabilities. Class sizes are also
being increased to an average of
30 students.

Dr. Donald Monroe of Elementary School District No . 25, in
Arlington Heights called to cancel! his recruitment appointments
set up for Tuesday, April 30th.
The reasons given coincide with
the above. Along with other sub- ,
urban school districts, changes in
the teacher pupil ratio are expected. The teachers so affected
will be given the first opportunity
at relocation. After all necessary
teacher assignments are made ,
Dr. Monroe will be able to state
whether or not any openings will
exist. Teachers have not yet signed
contracts for the coming year and
so the total picture of employment
is not completely clear.

alternatives

Candidates interested in Wheeling School District No . 21 should
watch for the outcome of the vote
on the coming referenda on April
10th. Two of the three proposals
ask for a tax increase. To date, the
district has cut 60 staff members,
and cut programs such as Spanish,
developmental reading, music,

Students tend to think that the
only problem in the current teacher supply-demand situation is the
ever increasing number of graduates prepared to teach school.
They are not considering the effect of reduced birth rates and the
shattering impact of inflation with
its spiraling costs. They are not

"The Babysitters" will be pro-

viding the musical entertainment
for the combination mixer . If you
buy tickets from an STS or ARO
sister outside the east end of the
cafeteria beforehand the price is
only $2.00, but if you wait and buy
them at the door admission will be
$2.50. Refreshments will be sold
at reasonable prices and parking
will be free .

Save those Whales
Th e follo wing information is
presented by a group of students
vitally interested in saving
whales. They are an independent group, and only ask any monetary
contribution that you can afford
in order to save a dying animal.
They have a table set up outside

essense

Scott

Roude bush

projections of employment in the
coming decade indicate that a
greater percentage of the work
force will be employed by govermental agencies: city, county,
metropolitan, State and Federal.
In addition to the Juvenile Division of the Circuit Court, there are
other divisions employing college
graduates in various capacities.
Students should meet with representatives of such areas when they
are on campus. There are many
opportunities for employment in
the State Department of Children
and Family Service, the State Department of Mental Health and
the State Department of Correction (parole officer) and others.
The date of Mrs. Mueller's seminar is Wednesday, April 7, 1971
at l :00 p.m. in the conference
room of the new Portable-West
housing the Placement Office and
the Guidance Center. Plan to attend.

*****

ARO-STS mix with DeVry
Alpha Rho Omega and Sigma
Tau Sigma sororities are going together with De Vry Tech to
present the Mixer- "Catch Her
At De Vry" . The co-operative effort will be held at Johnny
Weights Hall, 3910 N. Damon, on
Friday, April 12th.

prepared to cope with an interpretation of statistics as they relate
to population increases or to
broad changes in the employment
distribution of the work force. To
those students whose prime motivation for attending college is the
hope of a " better job," the colleges will have to give much more
guidance in the way of career
counseling. And this guidance will
have to reflect the economy from
both a short term and long term ·
point of view.

Satisfactory career
In a continuing effort to assist
students exploring satisfying career alternatives to teaching in today's crowded teacher market, the
Placement Office has scheduled
another career information seminar. Students interested in working with young people should
come and listen to and talk with
Mrs. Maureen Mueller, Super- ,
visor, Probation Department of
the Juvenile Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County. Mrs.
Mueller works out of the Uptown
Correction Office at 4 7 15 N.
Broadway and she will discuss the
qualifications and duties of staff
junior probation officers.,. These
officers function in a guidance capacity when working with young
people. Applicants with degrees in
teacher education and liberal arts
graduates with majors in the social
sciences and psychology are considered for employment.
As mentioned previously, all
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Alpha Rho Omega sorority is
sponsoring a car wash for this
Sunday, April 4th. The sisters say
this is your chance to get your car
washed and nice and shiny for
Easter.
The carwash is located at the
Shell Gas Station at Kimball and
Peterson. Cars will be scrubbed
anytime between 10 AM and 2 PM
for the price of $1.00 per car. The
sisters suggest you leave the wet
messy job of washing your car to
them that week.

Quite possibly, essence, this week, will for the first time make it
possible for everyone to write his own column. It will be
non-controversial, because it will be what you make it; or at least you'll
have a choice. It is called fill-in-the-blank and multiple guess. By now ,
you should be used to that.
I'll provide the topic, you provide the noun, adjective , cryptic remark
or trite phrase, yourself, like so:
One problem around Northeastern which is high on the list of
atrocities is the parking situation. You could say that the whole
situation really _____ Sure, something is being done, right? But
what we need right now are more I. parking spaces, 2. all of these ; and
less l. cars, 2. flak, 3. graft, 4. B.S., 5. bananas, 6. two and four, 7. none
of these, 8. five only.
Yet, what really, at this point of the term needs an evaluation is the
course-faculty system. This is probably a I. good, 2. bad, 3. obvious, 4.
presumptuous question to bring up at this point of the term, but at least
I think what stands for most of the students in rating this term is its
being one of the most ___ __ they've ever experienced. _____
is (are) really high in planning for next term, however.
But, as the Russians say, "mzokylv nyetzovich", or "Only he truly
knows how to laugh who tickles himself." (Is that what the Russians
say? l. yes, 2. no, 3. get back to the issue at hand, capitalistic koolak.)
But are we learning anything, is the question-and the answer is
- - - · That's important.
Another aspect of the Northeastern community which usually elicits
comment, is " student apathy" . Actually, there (is) (isn't) such a thing .
Look at the l. legal , 2. illegal , 3. ridiculou s, 4. relevant, 5. recent
student government elections. The voter turnout was _____ That
proves something(!)(?)
Well , we're wending our way down to the bottom , here, which is I.
too bad, 2. great, 3. a goddamn relief. But, in summary, this mu st be
said: "Where's the library? I've got a (good deal) (new card catalog
system) (
) here ... "
l. the end ; 2. only the beginning

2001 tickets available
Tickets for "200 l: Space Odyssey" will be made available starting this coming Tuesday, April
6th outside the auditorium. Tickets will be issued on a first come
first serve basis through Monday,
April 12th, or until there are no
longer any tickets left. Only one
ticket per NISC I.D. card will be

allowed in order to let every student, and member of faculty and
staff get a chance to see the film.
Ticket distribution will begin at
8:00 A.M. on Tuesday. Exact time
schedules for ticket distribution
will be found posted on the bulletin boards later this week.
Film Committee

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

the North Dining Hall through
Friday, and ask your cooperation.
We a group of concerned humans are working where we can to
bring about a balanced environment.

The largest mammals the earth
has ever supported are becoming
significantly extinct. That means
that their numbers are becoming
so small that they have no effect on
the world.
Whale extinction is being
caused by the needless over fishing

by the whaling industries of the
world. The nations mainly guilty
of the slaughter are Japan and
. Russia who are apparently only interested in improving the efficiency of the already overwhelming
technology for killing whatever
whales remain. Even if these two
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nations stopped all whaling (as the
U .S. did this year) the gap they
would create would soon be filled
by smaller nations . Therefore to
stop the extinction inter-national
controls must be made and enforced . "All that is needed for
whales to lose their place in the
world is for enough people to do
nothing."
At the present time two forces
from the same group are working
for the preservation of the whale.
One is the New York Zoological
Society (Whale Fund) which is devoted solely to the study and preservation of whales. The other is
the Whale Campaign whose purposes are to bring about the necessary international controls.
Some of the things both groups
are working on include the following: the limitation of the numbers
of whales taken rather than the
quantity of their products, limitation of fishing in the whale's
breeding grounds, and most important they are working for a balance between the number of
whales taken and the number necessary to sustain their growth and
reproduction.
The best way to help the study
and preservation of the whales is
to support the groups monetarily.
We are asking for donations of any
amount to help the needy cause. In
return a whale book and record
plus reports on international progress will be sent to our library.
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"Freedom of c onscienc e, of education, of speech, of
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Guest Editorial
Having been active in politics for half of my twenty-four years, I've
grown accustomed to seeing political corruption and campaign slander
employed by both major parties and even independents. However,
never have I seen the virulence and venom in a campaign, not only
against his issues and personality, but against his religion and private
life, as I've encountered as an area chairman for Richard Friedman,
running as a coalition candidate for mayor. In Jewish areas, the mayor's
precinct captains are spreading two viciously incredible rumors. The
first is that Friedman's family name was really Friedmann and that his
family were Nazis in wartime Germany . When he decided to run for
mayor, he dropped the second " n" and campaigned as a Jew. This is
one rumor. Another is that he was a Roman Catholic and converted to
Judai sm just for the election. Both of these are preposterous, yet they
are being used to win a campaign for supposedly an untouchable
mayor. In non-Jewish anti-semitic areas , the Democratic captains are
asking outright, "Are you going to vote for that Kike?" My main point
is, if Daley is so strong and unbeatable, then why must his precinct
captains resort to such a low campaign? Or is it just possible that the
campaign is a lot closer than most people realize, and Daley is
desperately trying to cut into some of the inroads Friedman has made?
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Friedman for mayor

Let me show you one more example. I am managing the Friedman
campaign in the 39th ward . In the last mayoral election, Daley carried
every ward in the city. In our canvas~,es, Friedman is losing only 4 of
35 precincts. He is holding his own in Republican areas, and is making c
impressive gains in precincts that have been Democratic for 40 years.
He is getting a substantial Jewish vote, but also has made great inroads
with Spanish, Appalachian, and ethnic voting blocks. After looking at
all aspects of the campaign, I believe that it's not the lost cause that the
Democratic Party and new media would have you believe.
With these thoughts in mind , I am making a plea to all of you
interested in the future of our city. Help Richard Friedman in this, the
last weekend of his campaign. Call our office at 267-5500 and offer
your services for an hour or two over the weekend . Help us on election
day to insure a fair and honest count. Do your part to at least give
Daley' s first good opposition in 16 years a chance.- Just remember
whatever gains Friedman has made during the campaign can be lost
over the last weekend and in the polling places with crooked election
officials and precinct captains who specialize in abusing election law.
T hank you.
Steve Weiss

oru
Knocks Hartnett
& student govt.
elections
Last week we witnessed another
chapter in the continuing saga of
illegal "Student G overnments."
Lets get to the meat of the issue
and discuss the actions taken by
the " respectable" election committee and then the misuses of this
election in regards to the principles stated in the Student Constitution.
Without using such adjectives
as incompetent or irresponsible,
the liability for last weeks fiasco at
the polls must descend upon the
shouldars of the Election Committee chaired by one Miss Julie
Hartnett. I have several questions
to ask the Election Committee and
Mi ss Hartnett in particular in response to the and regarding thi s.
past election.
F irst, I would like you to trace
your committee's or igins. Where
did you get your authority to con-·
duct such an election? I have
heard you state several times that
you were working under the 1967
Stu d e n t Community Constitution ; if so how do you account
for the many infractions discernable from causal observation
alone?
For instance, under your election 25 senators were elected all at •
the same time. In accordance with
the Constitution, which you were
supposed to con.duct your rules for

election procedure and the conduct of your committee, twelve
senators are to be elected in the
first week of October and thirteen
more in the first week of February
(Article II , Section 9).
Another example, the President
and Vice-President were to have
run as a team and anyone who was
a candidate for those offices were
supposed to have served at least
two trimesters as senators. In your
election, no one ran for the offices
of President and Vice-President,
instead they were chosen from the
senatorial ranks and not the "Student Community" and neither
candidate had served in the Senate
for two trimesters.
These are but a few of the dozens of infractions condoned and
supported by you and your cohorts. To put it frankly Miss Hartnett, you, your committee, and the
administration at this college have
made a mockery out of the democratic process that has been "guaranteed" to the students of this college community.
F or these reasons I condemn
your methods for conducting the
election. Either you knew what
you were doing or you didn't
know what you were doing. After
viewing this regrettable situation,
it would appear that you are totally ignorant of proper election
precedure and you didn't read the
damn Constitution. If, as you .
claim, it was your responsibility to '
conduct such as election, your
ground rules should have been

publicly stated long before the
elections were to be held, candidates given ample time to express
their views to the Student Community at large and the conduct of
the election should not have taken
on the atmosphere of a three-ring
circus. While you might have a •
bright future with Barnum and ·
Bailey or Chicago ward politics,
your first effort must still be
judged a dismal failure. Furthermore, I thank you for your newsbrief concerning the possibilities
for candidancy and the opportunity to vote. It only arrived three
days after the polls closed. A good
many never even received one.
In brief, I mu st admit this election was totally UNBELIEV ALBE!! Who says Dean Howenstein doesn't have a sense of
humor?

being circulated, read these articles that have been expressed by
concerned students. Clearly, Student Fees must be reformed, the
Student representative system
must be reformed and in short, an
entirely new constitution is
needed.

Returning to something more
serious, I wonder how many more
lessons we need in the realm of
"Student Government." How
long will this "Student Government" last - a week, ten days or
until all budgets are passed?
I realize that some departments
and clubs are starved for funds and
the current "government" is only
an end result of their desperation.
The current "Student Government" and their opponents realize
these facts . By being manipulated
fall guys for the administration
they have helped it achieve its
goal.
Therefore, I urge the student
body to sign the petition that is

Treatment of

Larry Talbot

Poem for Dorn
Th e poet in a golden clime was born
with golden stars above;
Dorn
with the hate of hate, the
scorn of scorns,
T he love of love.
signed Alfred Michaels

Middle Eastern
minorities
Last week their was a letter
which complained about the treatment of the Arabs of Israel as second class citizens. No mention was
made about the treatment of the
minorities in Arab countries.
Iraq has been fighting the
Kurds since 1943. All the Kurds
desire are equal rights. Iraq has
hardly treated them as even thirdclass citizens. As reported in the

New York times, 3-15-65 ;
"lraquis began bombing and
artillery fire in the Dohuk area
March 1, after the Kurds has rejected a demand to surrender
arms . It is reported, in the past the
Iraqui Air Force used napalm to
lay waste Kurdish villages. The
lraquis have now acquired rockettype artillery that could blast the
hide-outs of the Kurds."
During the November-December period of that year, 303 Kurdish villages were destroyed , their
inhabitants either massacred or
run off their land.
The Lebanese daily, EI-Hayat,
reported on 1-24-64, that 100,000
Kurds living in Syria were evicted
from their homes and driven into
the desert.
On the Egyptian front, the war
with Sudan rages on. Within the
two-year period ending 2-66, it
was reported that the southern
population of the Sudan was <;:ut
by one-third. One million people
were killed or driven off their
land. John O'Connor, Headmaster of the Aquinas High
School in Nairobi, reported on
1-29-66:
"During the first week in July, ·
Arab troops rose without warning
against the black southerners in
many towns. Innocent people
were hunted down like wild beasts
and either shot or tied in sacks
which were then set on fire."
These atrocitie s and ,disForum con't
on page9
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All elementary ed students
involved in new program

del

student earns payment represents half of the total 32
week involvement for each academic year. During
the remaining eighteen weeks, seniors and juniors will
Last week an overall discussion of the new program
If nothing else, Ginger Baker has at least a reputation. It was Ginger,
receive course credit. Financing the program will be
in the Elementary Education Department appeared
like
him or not, who made the featured drum solo ingredient of most
some school districts, Northeastern's Elementary Ed
in PRINT. The program will go into effect this comany rock concert,just as Gene Kruppa had pioneered the drum solo for
ing fall term. PRINT was given an interview with Dr. department budget, and, possibly, Financial Aide.
big bands in the Thirties.
PRINT: Who can participate in the Graduate phase
Francis X. Vogel, Associate Professor ofElementar)
A couple of years ago, a little feud began between Baker and Elvin
Education and eventual coordinator of the pilot proof the program?
Jones
who gained fame as the rhythmic force behind John Coltrane's
Dr. Vogel: Since this is a new Masters Degree program, to find out how students ai;e involved in the new
Quartet of the early sixties. Baker asserted that Jones who is 40, was
gram scheduled to begin in September '72, many
program.
too old to play well anymore.
plans still must be worked out. Under consideration is
When Jones was in London last September for a stand at Ronnie
a several faceted system open to people coming
PRINT: How will present underclassmen be affected
Scott's
Club, he announced that Baker had better "pu°t his drums where
directly out of the undergraduate phase, teachers re- by the new program?
his mouth is." Baker agreed, but it would be nearly three months before
turning to college, and adults interested in continuing
Dr. Vogel: Seniors who will graduate in December
their education in teaching. The Masters candidates the match was finally set up-on the Air force tour. With Ginger's group.
are the only people unaffected. All other students will
On Ginger's ground .
will receive one-third credit at observation and exbe elligible to participate this fall . Those graduating
Ginger's got competition. He's not going to be able to get away with
perimentation.
in April or August (1972) will be expected to make the
any
half-rate drum displays. At the Lycum, the Air force goes into five
PRINT: Will the Graduate students be salaried?
transition if on the program. Incoming freshmen will
numbers,
all rather plain. Baker takes it really cool. Ginger leans into
Dr.
Vogel:
The
first
academic
year
offers
the
graduate
begin their anticipated involvement, within schools,
the
_microphone
and introduces "a guy I've admired since I was a boy ;
student a position and four-fifths of a beginning
during the Winter, 1972 term.
Elvm
Jones,"
who
comes bouncing out, looking hip with stars all over
teacher's
salary.
The
second
year
full
second-year
PRINT: Will there still be student teaching on the
his
pants.
Banging
through
a folk song that Ginger picked up in Nigeria,
Elementary school level?
salary is received.
"Aiko Biaye Biaye", they immediately get their business together.
PRING: How will the graduate phase differ from
Dr. Vogel: Since this is considered a Pilot Program,
Baker is steaming along ponderously with primitive patterns - Elvin
only 100 students will be chosen. That being the case,
usual graduate programs?
bouncing away at his side three times as fast, filling in those figures with
December '71 grads will student teach as planned and
Dr. Vogel: The Graduate phase of the pilot program
will be highly individualized because 'if we expect fast slick flurries. This certainly looks like Elvin's night, and the crowd
most students, who are not in the new program will do
know it. Competition! Like Clapton-Bruce or possibly Stills-Young
teachers to individualize instruction in classrooms
the usual stl,ldent teaching. Those on the pilot proback
in the old days.
then we must do so here'.
gram will gain the experience and credit allowing for
So twenty minutes of this song and then maybe a quarter of an hour
similar status that is of equal caliber to student-teachPRINT: What are the chances of undergrads and into "Do What You Like," and then Ginger hands Elvin a solo. Elvin
ing.
grads being placed after degree completion?
comes off real good, but he's starting to tire. Besides which Baker has a
PRINT: What are the specific requi~ements for joinDr. Vogel: There is no set guarantee of job openings six-piece set to Jone's compact four-piece kit.
ing the pilot program?
but very good chances for three main reasons: 1. apGinger, can roll colossol riffs of rock and roll louder than anyone -,Dr. Vogel: Students must be Elementary Education
plicants will have more experience; 2. Transcripts very impressive. All his big noises are stunning the audience. The rest
majors and their Area of Concentration must be a
will be very impressive; and, 3. School districts are of the Air force pitch back into the song. A big crash finale comes as
subject that is taught in Elementary Schools, such as:
extremely interested in the program and its results.
Ginger and Elvin simultaneously stand up and throw each others' arm
Linguistics, Math, or History. Seniors will be allowed
in the air.
greater flexibility so that they can change over to the
PRINT: When can students find out further informaAlthough no one's admitting it, its obvious Ginger reined over Jones'
new system without trouble.
tion and participation details?
that night. Elvin's brillant flashes was the highlight of the evening, but
PRINT: Will there be any financial assistance coinhe'd been steam-rooled by Baker in the end. Next time it's Elvin who
ciding with the program?
Dr. Vogel: Bulletins have been distributed around the will excel. For it will be under his own conditions, time & most
Dr. Vogel: Juniors will receive $2 per hour for eightcampus which tell of location and time (for meetings important - his place.
een 15-hour weeks and Seniors will earn $2.50 per
on Wednesday, April 7) to explain the program. All
As most people who read my column know, I have a tendency to be
hour for eighteen 20-hour weeks. The weeks that each
Elementary Education Majors should attend.
hard on certain groups who I feel have attained a fairly great amount of
success and sizable profits through other means than talent - namely
Grand Funk Railroad. Well, on the basis of some prodding by an
ex-friend over the weekend I listened to quite a bit of their albums, and
In last week's PRINT (March
,essor of Elementary Education.
I must admit with an open mind. First of all, one point I think I
25, 1971) I erroneously stated that
My humblest apology, Mr. Vogel.
previously overlooked was that in a band like Grand Funk, the actual
Dr. Francis X. Vogel was an Assis(Oops! I mean Dr. Vogel.)
term -papers
music is secondary to the results which it is suppose to produce. So it's
tant Professor instead of correctly
these,
really unfair to put down their musicianship or even judge them on this
giving his status as Associate ProLynda Ann Immergluck
basis, without first experiencing what they do to a crowd. Donnie
disserations
Brewer may not be the most gifted drummer in rock, but he is certainly
one of the most exciting. The strong foundation he lays down is
essential to the type of music. Working with Brewer is Bassist Mel
Shacker who payed his dues with Question Mark and the Mysterians.
Much of this background turns up in his bass patterns in the form of
simplicity and strength. These two work together to form the backIBM electric,
ground for the ~eal star of the band, Mark Farner. He not only is the .
50c per page
A school system with a goal: Teaching
center of attraction on stage, but also plays lead guitar, sings and writes
most of the material. Even some diehard Funk fans agree that he's no
$9,072 starting salary (10 months)
Alvin Lee, but he nevertheless deserves credit for being able to do
10 days paid vacation • 1O days sick leave
anything in the positions he plays in except . .. No one who has
Paid hospitalization
received 4 gold records in 4 months can be all that bad, and true
The Chicago Public Schools will have a representative on campus
Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242
success is not always based on what meets the ear. So come on you
on April 16. Please arrange for an interview
Neil Young, Stephen Stills, Dave Mason, James Taylor, etc., freaks,
with the Placement Office.
and give your ears a break and listen to a group thats not afraid to show
their guts, Grand Funk ... April Fool Les!
By Lynda Ann Immergluck
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Student film contest
rules announced
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Here it is! A chance to win
some big prizes and get some (exactly how much is uncertain) acclamation for your film. A few
things to keep in mind are:
1. NISC student only.
2. Films may be shot in 16mm,
8mm or super 8mm.
3. Deadline for entering is JULY
14, 1971.

4. One $50 prize will be awarded
to the best film. There will also be
two $25 prizes to the two runners-up.
5. In addition to this, the 10 best
will be alloted a Tuesday night

s h o w i n g i n t h e auditorium - August 3.
6 . Screenings will be held
Wednesday evenings, 7 :00-9:00
in the Little Theater.
7. Films will be judged on points
of technical ingenuity, aesthetic
brilliance, and social relevance by
at least one faculty member and
two members of the Free Film
Series committee. Judges decisions are final.
So get your entries in. Drop off
entries outside room E-222. For
more information contact Larry
Zgoda.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME OF FILM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~> Lo""-:J e.. :
n.u..-s--Fr; >
Mo,,,-We,d, J(ay Jo-I~
tt:00-3:a> 7k-T -~ 11/!t»-/~(,I) tJ

13ook £,cc~e i k

~---r ,-7 ;

GAUGE (mm) _ _ _ _ So _ _ _ _ Si _ _ __
C _ _ _ _ B&W _ _ _ _ __
COMMENT (special equipment needed, etc.) - - - , - - - - - - - --
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Julia Ragains to ~ppear at NISC
Cinema
Jam~s
·M artin

"The Secret of Dorian Gray"
If Oscar Wilde were alive today I suspect he would have disavowed
any connection with American lnternational's version of his
best-known work. Even better, he probably never would have let them
make "The Secret of Dorian Gray". Unfortunately, Wilde died in
Paris, a broken man, in 1900, and A. I. went right ahead and ruined The
Picture of Dorian Gray all by themselves.
They must have felt a little badly about it howev:er, because in what
appears to be a last-minute case of guilt, they changed the title slightly
and advertised it as "a modern allegory inspried by Oscar Wilde". Well,
that won't do, A.I.; it may placate poor old Oscar a little, but it sure
won't satisfy me.
Perhaps the fact that the film is called a modern allegory is the tip-off
that something is awry, and the fact that the filmmakers tried to
modernize this classic tale of eternal youth and moral decay is what
went wrong. What is meant by modernizing it is that they've thrown in
several shots of discotheques, (complete with flashing strobes), a little
sex (poorly done), and the proper parties with the proper people. All
this is supposed to make the film updated and upbeat, and yet somehow, even tho it deals with the "fast life", it manages to be slow-moving
and tedious-a reflection, I'm sure, of the poor scripting and acting.
Helmut Berger (you may remember him as Marlene Dietrich, in drag, in "The Damned") is cast as Dorian Gray; and although he looks
the part, he certainly has trouble acting it. But then it's not entirely his
fault. He probably has one of the barest of all scripts to work with, and
without doubt he has suffered mercilessly at the hands of an editor and
director who better belong behind the counter of a meat market. The
film is badly fragmented and illogical, and you get the feeling that it
probably made a little sense at one time, but was edited until only a
disjointed skeleton remained . As completed, the film now has scenes .
which appear to be thrown in on occasion, only to be dropped and
never developed ; and time seems to be wrenched out of all proportion.
A black, female , photographer suddenly appears about two-thirds of
the way thru the film, for instance, to act as Dorian's assistant in moral
decay as she faithfully records his actions on film; and just as suddenly,
Dorian starts appearing on the covers of movie magazines. Never mind
the explanation, there is none.
The whole film goes on like this making little sense and tantalizing
the audience, only to not deliver in the end . Several recognizable actors
make an appearance in the film, including Herbert Lorn and Marie
Liljedahl, but they do nothing to enhance the bleakness and perform
like Berger, without distinction.
There is little that could have been done to save "The Secret of
Dorian Gray" short of starting all over, and then there's no assurance it
would have been any better. No, it's a good thing Wilde is not still
around today. If he had seen what filmmakers were doing to
well-known novels these days, he might just not have written the book.

Julia Diane Ragains soprano,
will give a program of songs and
arias by Spanish, French, German and American composers on
Thursday, April 8, 1971, at 1 p.m.
in the Auditorium. She will be
accompanied at the piano by Allen Anderson, of the. music department faculty.
Miss Ragains began her musical
education at the age of five. She
studied violin and piano under the
guidance of her parents, both
trained musicians. She graduated
from Indiana University in 1961
having majored in violin, and
since that time has been studying, •
singing, and teaching in the Chicago Area.
She performed as soloist and
chorister with the Chicago Sym~
phony Chorus under the direction
Julia Ragains
of Margaret Hillis from 19611966, and the Grant Park Chorus
peared as soloist with the North
under Thomas Peck. She has apSide Symphony of Chicago under

Chicago
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3 34 -7 7 24
HOWARD St. (Chicago)

The suspense builds and builds and builds
until you find yourself wanting
along with Mick Jagger and the Stones
to scream- GIMME SHELTER

the direction of Milton Preeves in
Honneger's King David and in
other major works. In the summer
of 1965 Miss Ragains made her
debut as a major soloist with the
Chicago Symphony under Seiji
Ozawa in Carl Orff's Carmina
Burana.

Miss Ragains has performed as
soloist with the Chicago Opera
Theater under William Russo in
John Austin's Orpheus; and she
has sung solo roles in operas
presented at the Grant Park Concerts. She appeared with the Chicago Symphony String Quartet in
December of 1969 in Schoenberg's String Quartet No . 2; and
she will appear for the third season
. with the Lake Forest Symphony
under the direction of Victor Aitay as Adele in Die F ledermaus by
Johann Strauss, Jr. Miss Ragains
is a student with Sonia Sharnova
of the Chicago Conservatory.

Interpreter's Theater
attends festival
On Friday and Saturday,
March 5 and 6 members ofNISC's
Interpreter's Theatre attended Indiana State University's Oral Interpretation Festival in Terra
Haute, Indiana. The festival was
attended by over 200 students
from 37 different schools from all
over the country. The group from
NISC consisted of: Gerry Carsello, Mike Cunningham, Carolyn
Nielsen, and Rick Pollak, accompanied by Kathi Saferstein and
Mrs. Charlotte Waisman.
The festival was made up of
four rounds of reading, two lectures, and a reading. The reading
rounds in which the participants
were judged on, consisted of drama, poetry, and prose. T he judges
were asked, on each critique, if
this reader should be recommended for the fourth. Three of our
readers were recommended for
the fourth . They were Gerry Carsello, drama; Carolyn Nielsen,
Prose; and Mike Cunningham,
poetry. Then two readers were selected at random and in the fourth
round they read their selection
and were critiqed by the guest crit-

ics. The guests were Newton P.
Stallnecht, Director of School of
Letters at Indiana University;
Chester Long Professor of
Speech and Theatre, University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle; Lilla
Heston - Associate Professor of
Oral Interpretation at Northwestern University ; Fannie Frazier H~cklin Professor - of
Speech and Theatre, Wisconsin
state University in Whitewater,
Wisconsin. A reading hour was
presented by Lilla Heston reading
from Conrad's Lord Jim; Chester
Long reading his own poetry; and
Fannie F razier Hicklin reading a
program entitled The Black Experience.

The festival was run very efficently by Indian State University's Oral Interpretation department. The festival provided some
invaluable experience to the readers and coaches alike. Besides the
lectures and critiques from the
judges, just listening to different
people with different . styles and
ideas about oral interpretation
provided a sounding bound for
those attending.

Roundabout Frank's

Almanac
Commemorations for the week:
Sunday, April 4. This day marks the death of William Henry Harrison,

the 9th president, who died after serving only one month in office. He
died of pneumonia brought on by a two-hour inaugural address, given in
a freezing wind.
On this same day in 1967, Martin Luther King delivered this statement,
calling on blacks and whites to "register their opposition to the war in
Vietnam by becoming conscientious objectors to military service." On
April 4th, 1968, Martin Luther King was assasinated.
Tuesday, April 6. Is the birth of the Buddha, called Buddha Day.
Due to the rapidly-approaching end of the term and the fact that
there is an extra legend on file, there will be two legends for the price of
one this week.
And now for our legend of the week:

. A WAL TER READE TH E ATR E

4-TRACK STEREO SOUND SYSTEM

111e ESQUln!
U

E . O AK STfllEET •

337 -1 117

Once, near the land of Blue Waters, there was an Indian cheif named
Cheif Redcloud - better known simply as Red.
On quiet su mmer nights, Red used to tell his son an old tribal legend.
The legend was the tragic story of two mice, Mortimer and Minerva;
who were going together. Martimer and Minerva loved each other very
much but they lived on opposite ends of wheat-field.
One day, as Minerva was going to Mortimer's house, a wheat
harvester passed over her. Through sheer determination, she finally
made it to Mortimer's house. He opened the door and saw her standing
there, cut and bleeding. "My God! What happened?" he cried.
"I've been reaped," sobbed Minerva.
Anyway, Red sent his son away to school. He had hoped the boy
would return.to the tribe and take his rightful place as the cheifs son.
But the boy went astray. He became a social climber and eventually
wound up as a member of an exclusive East-coast yacht club .
When the cheifgot the word, he was deeply saddened. In his sorrow,
he_ comp.?sed a nostalgic tune, which began: " Red's son in the
sail-set...
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Hujambo Rafiki

Dorn:

By Eugene Barnes

A.Review
played the Country Preacher.
Bugg House- March 30, 1971, a film will be featured in the Little
Fri: Creole Gumbo with uncle Ben's rice, water-melon for dessert: or
Theater called ST AGO LEE. ST AGOLEE is a film documentary 60
Mountain oysters, (fried or raw oysters) with fried okra. Chased with
minutes long. The film directs itself to Bobby Seale in prison. In fact, it
some burgandy wine as you listen to Miles Davis playing Bicthe's
might very well be headed, A Conversation with Bobby Seale In Prison.
Brew. And u do'n hav to be Jewish to eat it.
The American Documentary Films has contributed this news item of
Acknowledgements : Sandra Taylor, Asst. Culinary Advisor and Muinterest to us, the -NJSC community. It should be worth our while to
sic advisor asst., Maryann Wengerski, Asst. Special Consultant and
attend and note the kinds of consciousness that does take place, as he
speaks "From jail of his life in prison and his vision for the develAsst. Music Advisor, Dr. McCall, Special Consultant, Eugene Barnes,
opment of his people and a just society." "The fact that I'm in jail tells
Music Advisor and Culinary Consultant. Elyse Berke ethnic consultant.
me that I'm doing something right about building a society that makes
some sense, a socialistic system of some kind where the people have some
Acknowledgements: Miguel Rios, was the first and former President
power, where I can go home and relax." See STAGOLEE.
of the Union for Puerto Rican Students at NISC. Banky Buchole,
NISC Intramural Basketball tournament-Oh yeah, the intramural
former student at NISC was an African Exchange student. The Paragames proved quite exciting these past few months. Two black teams
psychology Club, during Banky Buchole's occupation as a student,
were successful in placing in this tournament. Congratulations reaches
presented him to speak on Voodoo and Black Arts . Banky has graduout to the Whiz Kids for 2nd place and the B Masters placed 3rd. The
ated from NISC and was once again sponsored by the Parapsychology
games are over, now the winners can worry about placing in the
Club to speak on Voodoo and Black Arts.
academic games. lfn dat is duh case.
·
Fraternity - Will there by a black fraternity on campus? This reporter
does not know. We will have to waitand see.
Item of Amusemenf-Conceive if you will, a menu that our fore
No Place To Be Somebody - A Black play, now being presented at tl)e
fathers would have had after reconstruction and even today. The only
item that would be different would be the music background as you ate Studebaker Theatre will leave Chicago on Sunday, April 11th 71. The
a particular meal on a certain day. Are you ready for this .... ? Here Pulitzer Prize winning play has been running for 11 weeks. Charles
goes, now catch this, ifn u will'n. Men: (kosher) Ox tails, Fried com
Gorqone's play has been frequented considerably. lfn u hav not found
with spoon bread. Peach cobbler, chased with a little red wine. Hava
out wh~re no place to be somebody is, be sure and check This Black
playwright's production at the Studerbaker Theater.
Nagila, a Hebrew folk song playing in the background.
Tues: Sweet wind to wet your appetite. Pursued by crowder peas, a ·
comish hen with muffins. The Fugue in E minor and major by Bach or
Whose Happen'n-No need to look any farther, just check on your
some contemporary composer.
self. Then, look around you and check them others. But if u think u are
Wed: Baked Coon and brown rice with hot water com bread. Followed
not whose happen'n and would like to find out as to why u are not. Just
by a slice of sweet potatoe pie. Afterwards, served a apple blossom
lead your self to that work - shop that Counselor Chiles is work'n wid.
cocktail. As Les McGann played, N'uff said.
Then, check yourselfbeforechecking somebody else first. This reporter
Thurs: Roast possum and collardgreens, baking powder biscuits with
contributes what he has to contribute toward whose, happen'n.
rice pudding. Followed by a little home brew. As Canon Ball Adderly
KwaMeri.

oru
criminations continue today, not
to mention the oppression of the
Jews in Arab countries. It is precfsely because of these atrocities
that not much is heard of them
any more. The populations of the
Assyrians, Copts, Druze, Kurds,
Sudanese, Jews, and the Christians of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan
are becoming less publicized as
their populations in the
Middle-East are being diminished
by massacre or their eviction from
their homes.
week about the treatment of the
Arabs living in Israel as being improper. He stated that they are
being treated as second class citizens. He shows concern for the
mistreatment of the Arab minority. I don't recall reading a letter
from O'Brien when the Palestinian Arabs in Jordan were bombed and napalmed by the Jordanian
army.
The Arab nations and Mr.
O'Brien seem to complain about
discrimination of minorities only
when convenient.
When there was trouble in
Egyptian occupied Gaza Strip, or
Jordanian annexed West Bank,
the trouble makers were taken out
and shot. Today, under Israeli supervision, terrorists threatening
the security of the state, are given
trials.
It seems evident that the Arabs
under Israeli rule are •discriminated against less than the
Palestinian Arabs living under
Arab rule.
In an article in the Sun-Times,
3-23-71, a newspaper editor in
Bethlehem states, "I am more free
than any Arab paper anywhere,
except maybe Lebanon."
Mr. O'Brien, if your concern is
that of fair treatment of minorities, you would do well to write
and complain about the oppression of the many minorities in
Arab countries. They need much
more help than the Arabs of Israel.
Steven Mesores
3-28-71

Pt. II

The U.S. demands of new citizens
that they take the following oath:
"I absolutely and entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance
!Dear Editor:
and fidelity to any prince, poten! Re. the rebuttals to "Migration tate state or sovereignty". On this
/by Might". All three rebuttals basis, I question the legality of
:conform to the Israelis claim that dual citizenship.
no Arabs were ever forced from •
The claim is made by Miss
their homes, but left voluntarily. Sheinfeld that Jews have always
This is not quite accurate accord- lived in "Palestine," and thus are
ing to Arnold Toynbee in an inter- heirs to the whole land. The facts
view in "Playboy," April, 1967. are that the Philistines first inThe Palestinians fled from their habited the area, and were conhomes out of fear. The Zionists · quered by the invading Israelites.
were using psychological warfare The Israelite-Hebrew nations, inmethods to create panic among cluding the kingship and the split
the Palestinians.
into Northern and Southern fragA few days before the State of ments, lasted about 400 years, a
Israel was proclaimed, the Arab very short time in "Palestine's"
village of Deir Y aseen was wiped long history. And during this time,
out by the Zionists, who, in an act Canaanites and Phoenecians ruled
rivaling My Lai, slaughtered men, parts of "Palestine." The Assywomen and children. As news of · rians and Babylonians vanquished
this atrocity spread, and as the Zi- the Hebrews and transported them
onists advanced, the unarmed to other parts of their empire.
Arab villagers panicked, and fear- Soon after, the Persians coning for their lives, fled to neigh- quered the Babylonians, and some
boring Arab states. This story is Jews returned to Jerusalem. Then
corroborated by Menachem Be- the Macedonians and Romans
gin, leader of the unit which mas- took turns ruling Palestine. In 70
sacred the villagers of Deir Ya- AD the Diaspora occured. Perseen, in his book, The Revolt.
sians, Tartars, Moslems, and
Mr. Pomerantz says that Israeli Christian Crusaders in turn ruled
Arabs enjoy the highest standard during the Middle Ages. The
of living among nations in the Turks controlled the area for
area. However, these Arabs do not about 400 years. The British ruled
enjoy the full legal social and po- up till 1948. From Diaspora until
litical rights accorded Jewish citi- the beginning of the 20th Century,
zens. Let me point out that South the Jewish population in Palestine
African blacks have the highest was negligible. On the basis of
standard of living of blacks in any such a long and diverse history,
other African nation. This fact little credence should be placed in
· doesn't justify the egregious dis- dogmatic assertions of "occupancrimination based on race. Mr. cy rights."
Pomerantz also claims to be a citi· In any case, I don't accept the
zen of Israel and of the United argument that a legal right to land
States. The question of dual citi- is passed down thousands of years
zenship is an interesting one. The from one's ancestors, though othinterests of the United States and er people have been inhabiting the
Israel are not identical; they differ land. Such dubious inheritance
economically, politically and claims are selective and arbitrary.
strategically. When there is a·con- If one inherits land ownership,
flict between U.S. and Israeli posi- does one also, for example, inherit
tions, as there has been and will be, guilt for crimes?
where does such a dual citizen owe
Zionists are fond of mentioning
his first allegiance and loyalty? that the U.N. okayed the partition

Anti-Israelite
answers

✓Last week I had the pleasure of
attending Northeastern's first formal poetry reading. Don't take my
use of the word "pleasure" too
lightly. I usually don't reap much
pleasure from an event I have to
review, and I generally find poetry
readings a soporific, but Mr.
Dom's reading -was serendipity
·and a real pleasure. There was a
delay while a gang of cinematographers set up. Mr. Dorn took
the stage and then I found myself
caught up in a wild rush of applause that might have been intended for some pop star. Had it
really been three hours? He had
enchanted us all and led us
through three short volumes of
poems and two complete books ; I
was barely aware that we had remained within the room, and I was
fascinated by the feeling that we
had all traveled together. It
seemed to be one of those things
that only happen once. But . . .
maybe not, because Robert Creeley is going to bring his. poetry
here Wednesday April 14th, at
8:00 in the little theatre. Although
I am not sure of just what kind of
magic these men who are poets
work, I am sure I would like to
hear more.

Cont. from pg. 6 '

of Palestine. They forget that since
1948, Israel has been condemned
25 times by the U .N ., six times by
the Security Council. Then there
is the monumental paradox that
the Zionists are probably the worst
anti-Semites in the world today,
(the Arabs being Semites.) The discrimination against Israeli Arabs
and the refusal to repatriate the .
1.1 million refugees is injustice
which sophistry can't obscure.
W.R.

Letter from
an Israeli
As an Israeli, I was disappointed to read in this section of
PRINT last week, a letter by Phillip O'Brien who purports to deal
with the Middle-East conflict but
demonstrates an appalling lack of
knowledge regarding the actual
situation there. It is obvious that
Mr. O'Brien never visited Israel.
Had he done so, he would not
have forgotten that there are seven Arab members of the Israeli
parliament, while there is not
even one single Jew in any parliament of 14 Arab states. He clearly directed his criticism in the
wrong direction stating that there
are no major Arab officeholders
in Israel. He apparently forgot
that there are Arab judges (who
judge Jews), Arab mayors, Arab
· exporters and importers, and that
the Vice-chairman of the Knesset
(house of representatives) is an
Arab. Could he point out such a
prominent Jew in the racist Arab
world?
O'Brien absorb Arab propaganda
lies and then inform others of
these fallacies, the purpose being
. to mislead other people.
Sarah Mann

"War of words"
Dear Editor,
I am an objective reader trying
to find my way in the Middle East

Labyrinth. For all the "wars of
words" regarding who has more
"rights" in Palestine, I came to
one firm conclusion: both Jews
and Arabs have rights there. It is
true that the Jews were the only
ones to exist in this piece of land as
a sovereign independent state.
But, the question should be asked
today whether in the 20th century
there is a compromise fair and
acceptable to both parties.
From this point, on I have to
take sides and admit that only one
party was really interested in coexistence and mutual understanding. These were the Israelis.
The decision of the U .N. in 1947
took into consideration the rights
of both Arabs and Israelis. It
created in Palestine a Jewish state
and an Arab Palestinian state. Had
this compromise been accepted by
the Arabs, as it was by the Israelis,
we would have witnessed, today,
two independent states there
whose people would be living in
peace and cooperation, with no
refugees, territorial disputes and
terrorist activities. Unfortunately,
the Arabs relied on their might
and brutal force. They embarked
on a racist attitude which claims
that the Middle East has to be a
pure Arab region. Only those unaware of Arab genocide against the
poor black people in South Sudan,
who forgot the poison gas thrown
by Egypt in Yemen and the napalm used against the Kurd freedom fighters in Iraq, can overlook
this undisputable fact. No nonArab minority in the Middle East
is tolerated by Arab imperialism.
The Arabs need economic progress and social advancement ; like
the revolutionary progress made
by Israel. They are far behind the
urgent needs of their people as a
result of pursuing a Middle Ages
philosophy of fighting foreign
wars, while pressing internal problems await a solution.
As long as the Arabs continue
to oppress movements of national
(Continued on page JO)
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liberation, deny minont1es the
right to self-determination, bar
free speech, hang people in public
squares and follow a policy of narrow fanatic Muslem imposition,
they deserve no sympathy from
people who cherish genuine freedom and liberty.
Sincerely yours,
John Colbers

Calls Review
"Stupid"
Leslie Mermall's review of the
American Ballet Theatre's "Giselle" was incredibly and intolerably srupid, exhibiting an utter
lack of knowledge of the ballet in
general and of "Giselle" in particular.
I suggest that future ballet reviews (if they are to be written by
Miss Mermall) be confined to
simple statements of apprecitition
(or depreciation), following at
least a cursory reading of the plot
synopsis.
Ballet Buff

No beef here
70 cents for a corned beef sandwich? Outrageous!! But boy are
they good! Only problem is they
sell out too fast. At last straz has a
good thing going. We hope this
will be a lasting addition to the
cafeteria services.
A Hungry Student of NISC

Silverstein's
Rebuttal

some older attitudes of your own.
If you doubt the genuineness of
my recent behavior, I suggest you
might compare your observations
with those of many other students
in my classes.
Third, you charge me with having made numerous disparaging
remarks about Northeastern students. What you interpret as disparaging remarks may also be interpreted in several other ways.
They may be "read" as attempts at
humor that may not always come
off or a way of expressing concern
for improving the quality of education with the ultimate advantage
of the student in mind. Perhaps
this is where I stumbled over my
feet.
I thank you for being kind
enough to admit that I have a lot to
offer. I must again take exception,
however, to your opinions that I
would never be happy here, appreciate the students or the school.
Your conclusions seem to follow·
logically from your premises, but
the question requires a factual answer since your logic is ultimately
based on your interpretation of
some facts which may well be mistaken. I know that given the opportunity, I can be happy here,
that I do appreciate the students
and do appreciate the school. I
also realize that this is and should
be an era of mass higher education
in which a wide variety of students
attend colleges. Our job as teachers in this era is to give the best we
have to as many students as we
can.
Respectfully,
Dr. Sanford Silverstein

More on
Silverstein

Robert J. Goldberg
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
To the writer of the letter "StuNortheastern Illinois State Coldent for Silverstine's Removal"lege
Chicago, Illinois 60625
! want to thank you for your
Dear Sir:
frank expression of opinions. It
This is a student recommendation
seems most reasonable to reply to
that Sandy Silverstein be retained
the points you made · in the same
as a faculty member of this inorder in which they were raised.
stitution.
. First, you claim to be writing
My personal feeling about Sandy
anonymously since you do not
is that he is an instructor who is a.
wish to "hurt my feelings ." If you
catalyst for students with the idea.
didn't want to hurt my feelings,
of making them think. He is abra- ·
why then did you exaggerate
sive to the normal tranquility of
about my alleged "tripping over
most students in this school bemy own feet to be polite", etc?
cause he is interested in tlieir
Second, your timing is quite
learning. His criticisms of certain
mistaken regarding what you intrends of policy and personnel in
terpret as my change of attitude.
this institution are, in most cases,
Attitudes are, of course, inferred
genuine and honest.
from behavior of individuals and
This college, or any college,
even trained social psychologists
should be thankful to have such an
have to use attitude scales or some
active and honest professor who
other means of varifying them.
has a fine interest in education
Apparently you have had only inrather than existing in harmony
frequent contact with me for some
time and that may in turn be due tc_ with faculty and students. I con-
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sider Sandy the conscience of
NISC!
Sincerely and respectfully,
_Charles M . Horvath
To Whom It May Concern:
.I am a freshman now taking Introductory Sociology. I have been
interested in Sociology since I
graduated from high school.
When I took Sociology I had no
knowledge of what it was really all
about. I have now made up my
mind to become a Sociologist.
My instructor. is a highly educated person. He has carefully explained the scientific study of human relationships. H e breaks
down each chapter until it is understood by the class. We are free
to ask questions. Our class is a discussion between men and women,
not children. We can say what we
feel, whether it pertains to religion, politics, or race. Being a
black student, I feel very comfortable with my instructor. I don't
have to worry about saying the
wrong things. Because in my class
there is no wrong things to say.
I hold a great deal of respect for
my instructor and his teaching
method. He does not ride the students about what they should be as
far as being students, instead we
are human beings with the desire
to learn.
I have gone to his office several
times, to inquire advice on becoming a Sociology major. He is a forward and truthful person in and
out of class. He tells you what he
feels, and not what you want to
hear. As an instructor, he wears no
mask and presents no false role.
By now you are wondering
what kind of teacher is this, can he
really be that great? Why, he is
even better than what I have said.
My instructor is Dr. Silverstein.
To this college, he may not be the
most popular. But to me his is a
man among men and one of the
very best at Northeastern. He really cares about the students as individuals, willing to give any type of
advice needed. No one can ever
take from me the things that I have
learned from Dr. Silverstein.
Yours truly,
Ideria Ann Mason

Another
Supporter
March 19, 1971
I am writing to you in regard to
the termination of the contract of
Dr. Silverstein.
I am presently in Dr. Silverstein's Introductory Sociology
class. It is my opinion that the department will be losing a good
man. Dr. Silverstein is not only
competent in his field academically, but he also introduces interpretations of society (relevant to
sociology) that many students at
NISC, in my opinion, are not

aware of (and isn't this what learning is all about?). Even though at
times this calls for decorum that is
not common to the classroom, it is
nonetheless relevant and valid, for
the study of Sociology is the study
of man in the world, not only man
in the realm of a classroom. Thank
you for considering my opinion.
Sincerely,
Janice L. Penner
Dear Dr. Farr,
This is a letter concerning the
situation between the administration and Dr. Silverstein. It staggered me to learn that this man
was not being rehired.
Early in the course it was apparent that Dr. Silverstein was a very
fair, patient, and understanding
instructor. His classes are most interesting because he is fully prepared for discussion in class and
he has established a most friendly
rapport with his students, a most
necessary requirement for successful teaching.
May I express my sincere desire
that all differences be resolved and
that this man be judged according
to his capabilities in Sociology,
and he be retained with a new contract.
Sincerely,
Richard A. MacHarg

Answers slander
charge
I am the person who wrote the
unsigned article of March 18th. I
am the person that you say aspersed and besmirched the name
of one of the people in your department. Just because I said ;" ...
after one course of Orientation
with Mrs. Gussie Ware, I couldn't
stand to teach or take any further
classes in the subject." I do not
find this to be slanderous, as it was
not intended to do harm to Mrs.
Ware nor was it false information.
Therefore, it was not slanderous!!
If what I feel, about that Orienta-

tion class has besmirched (dirtied
or soiled her name, I do not see
it, at all!! After taking the class,
I lost all interest in teaching that
grade of children, (I already
told this to one of the advisors
in the Elementary Dept, when
I was asked why I was changing majors so soon). I am not
saying anything against Mrs.
Ware (in fact the article did not
concern her at all and why didn't
she write to the Forum?) personally, I am just saying that I did not
like her teaching and because of
her class I decided not to continue
in the elementary education department. T here is absolutly nothing slanderous in the article, all I
am stating is my opinion. I did not
drag Mrs. Ware's name in the
mud. I am sure that my opinion
will not influence other people
who thi nk that Mrs. Ware is a perfectly good teacher, while there
are people in this school who I
know will agree with as to the
quote me . As to Mrs. Ware's
name being aspersed , the above
quote is a fact to me and is the
truth and therefore I am not lieing
nor being slanderous. Please tell
me how this quote has hurt Mrs.
Ware's name?? What's the matter, does the truth hurt?? The
quote was a fact and I wrote it as
one!
The reason I did not include my
name is simple, I saw no reason
why I should include it. My name
is not known by all the people at ·
NISC, I am just another student,
so I didn't think that adding my
name would be so important. I felt
that it didn't add to or take away
anything from the article. (I'm
sorry that it caused you so much
agrevation, so I'm signing this one
just for you!!!) From now, on
when I write a complaint to this
paper I'll sign my name, just so
who ever wishes to retort on it will
know who to blame.
Marcy Showe!

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p.m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m.
2 tor the price of 1 .

Ladies Night-Every Thurs.
Sc Beer-25c Mix Drinks
Wed. - 6 p.m. - B p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

ALL OVER CHICAGOLAND

- WOR,LD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
0

eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

t~;·:x-~
;_
:~. --

· visit our @lh EnglisfJ dining room
(OPEN 7, DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2 166

Ted Mann Productions presents • Mm by S.ird 8,yont Cok>< t,r DE LUXE 8 - - II t,y , . . . . . .. .
• _ . . - , - , - .....

a Johon"" Demetr.ic.s Produced by C•rl Gottlieb.

RELEASED BY

IGPl~==-Jo

.~

.See Metropolitan Papers Movie Ads for theatre neare st youl

free classifieds
Congratulations Linda P.
For Sole: One city council proprietorRichard J. Daley. Call 267-5500 Weekdays 9-4:30.

I really do.
That is the most smil droshka I have
ever seen!
Where of one cannot speak, there of
one must be sil e nt. W.
R. of L. So when is Luxemburg taking
over the world already? N.
G.D. stands for Grand Duke, not God
Damn.
Wihgenstein : Pass the salt.
D.G. does.
Come on people-Smile on your brother.
Modern dance gets you together to
move with each other Right Now .
Have you been watching the dalely pollution index lately?
Remember Staircase.
Hand made Cook Books being sold now
in the A-Lounge . Help SCEC.
Sa've your papers fo r NISC's very own
paper recycling d ri ve April 17.
Knock three times, Bob.
Richard J. Who? Good for what??
I know someone sweet ond spoiled.
How about ar:iother candy bar?

1 April, 1971

Thanks to the 135 people who voted for
No. 3 ... Our defiance of the 'heavy push'
tech n i q u e obviously didn't reach
enough.

To Dee, Roses are Red, Cucumbers are
green, When in Jamaica, Make a big
scene. Have Fun . signed, Feature Creature.

To all you fools : Remember that you are
in the majority.

About Staircase -Up the Down Staircase will be presented by the Senior
Players of Ida Crown Academy, April 4,
Sunday 2 P.M., at Mather H.S. Auditorium, 5835 N . Lincoln, admission $2, directed by Elaine Sohn Rosenberg from
NISC.

All people with the initials B.M.N . who
transfer are frightful.

Penny candy now on sale at the SCEC
Booth at the Penny Carnival Thurs .,
April 1, A Lounge .
Art Department: All art students who
have completed 3 studio courses beyond
Visual Foundations, you are requested
to attend a · meeting reguarding Soph omore Review . INFO about your portfolio and dates for Saph. review will
be announced at this meeting.
To Virginia -It's happiness and success · in
the future!
"Ch icago, always an exciting city, is
this week the most e xciting city in the
nation. Here history is being made."
Richard J . Daley, August 1968.

appear in concert April 6th

Arthur-Really wanna know? Gwen

N.H, You talk to yourself! N.H.
These classifieds are getting interesting.
Psych . Dept.
LETS ALL GET TOGETHER AND END
GRADE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE. LETS GET
RID OF BRIDGETTE, THE CLEANING
LADY IN THE A-WING.
Is anyone listening? I'm talking, laughing, dreaming etc. an the big red megaform opposite cafeteria coffee shop every Thursday from 11-1 :00 look for the
tall one wearing a maroon sweater,
blue jeans, ranch boots. His name is Rich
Robinson .
Remember to go Up •the Down staircase.
Endomarphic, Mesomorphic or Ectomarphic-Modern Dance knows no preference.
Hate your next door neighbor but don't
fo rget to VOTE April 6.
Do all teachers have ticklish feet?

NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL
You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.

Dave Brubeck, internationally recognized as one of the world's foremost jazz
personalities, will bring the Dave Br11beck Trio to NISC for a jazz concert at 8pm,
Tuesday, April 6th.
\ Featured with the combo of the renowned jazz pianist and composer will be a
, fellow artist who also enjoys international musical acclaim -saxophonist Gerry
/Mulligan.
FOLK - CLASSIC - ELECTRIC
100's OF NEW & USED GUITARS
Martin Headquarters
Guild, Gibson
Fender, Garcia
Yamaha
Brass lnst.'s, Flutes,
Violins, Recorders
Song Books
Lessons - Expert Repairs
We Buy & Trade
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Present this coupon
and play for 1/1 off
the hourly rate.

ln 1949, when the American c or buyer
hod his choice of cors like the De Soto, the Hudson
or the Studebaker, two intrepid souls bought Volkswagens.
It turns out they were more farsighted than loolhordy.

Because today the re aren't many De Sotos, Hudsons
or Studebokers a round.
Bu: there ore quite o few Volkswagens . More than
three and o half million at lost count .

Seldom hos so little come so for.

·VOLKSWAGEN

Oave Brubeck Gerry Mulligan to

R.K. Mordred is such o bright child! N.

Survival
of the fittest

GLENLAKE
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Miss Cue
~ 3305 N. Ashland
t

6035 N. BROADWAY ,~
Open Eves .
BR 5• 3500 ~
Closed Sun . @

wire

Little English
5658 W. Diversey

24 TABLES

l'nunh llnst

1322 Chicago Avenue

866-6866

18 TABLES

OFFER EXPIRES: 5-31-71

~,141'S~~~~

"ONE OF YEAR'S 10 BESTI"
-Stewert Klein,
WHEW-TV

-JoHptt Gelmis,
Newsday

-WIiiiam Wolf,
Cue

'THE CONFESSION' IS VASTLY
MORE INTERESTING THAN 'Z' I MUCH
·MORE COMPLEX, MUCH MORE
HUMAN# Costa-Gavras is a
11

Announcing An ·

Easter Eve
Escapade

movie.master#"

-Vincent Canby, N. Y. Times

"BONE CHILLING/ A REAL LIFE
HORROR STORY, DONE IN THE
STACCATO STYLE OF 'Z'I"
-KothlHn Carroll, N. Y. Dolly News

"A FASCINATING FILM/ YVES
MONTAND-A BRAVURA
PERFORMANCE I 8EAUTIFULI"
-Judlfh Crin

A Combined Effort Of
Northeastern And The
U. of Notre Dam~~~ :

IIOrottO.lll'-CIUIIIPl'Nll'III

ARo~ Dorfmonn.,.,,

Bertrono Jovol Prooucljort

Yves Montand
Simone Signoret ~
...mo

Sat. April 10 from 8-12 PM
At the North Park Hotel
1936 N. Clark Street - Chicago
••· Music by The Acropolis ••
$2.00 per person ••••••••••••••••• Cash Bar

"The Confession"
... Gabriele Ferzetti ... Michel Vltold

__,.,,.,._11'1 .

·--•-NC>oi<9All'I

Llse .... Artur London Jorge semprun
-"'Costa _ _,
AKM!i·-.t t•'-"t•IIWl"""t--Wl"""_IIIN_,

-t~•-

A--.;,,11,t,.,. llltW

Gavraslfll
-~=--c:...
,0

,_!,_ _

MIDWEST PREMIERE
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free classifieds·

Why isn't anything in the Penny Carniv•
al a penny?
LSA Penny
A-lounge.

FOR SALE & WANTED
For Sale: 1965 Fairlane Sports Coupe
Power Steering-Automatic transmission$500.00 or best offer. 825-8412
For Sale: 69 Honda 175-Candy Orange
Dunlop Tram Tires Cherry Condition.
$400.00. 696-4767 .
I wold like some one to tutor me in
Grammar for the sixteen week summer
trimester. Must be reliable and qualified. Will pay a reasonable rate. Call
Rich at SH3-9174 .
For Sale: 1970 MG Midget Convertible
AM -FM. $1850.00 or name it. Tim 2868814.
Married couple (preferably young) to
stay with 3½ year old girl, and High
School bay . April 28th to May 8, live in
Skokie home. $15.00 per day. Call Mrs.
Schubert, OR7-7163.
For Sole: 1958 Buick Special Stick Shift
(Recent Clutch) 65,000 miles. Needs muffler.-$50.00 Coll 275-4935.
Need to sub -lease apartment-Rolling
Meadows Area, Two Bedroom w-w carpeting . Available July 1, 1971, $180 a
month 397-8728 ofter 6 AM lease effective to Sept. 30; 1972.
For Sole: Zenith portable stera set. Like
new only $25.00. If interested contact
Betty in the Book Nook . (e45)
For Sole: An all lace Bridal gown with
matching Nontillo veil. Initial cost $250,
selling for $125 or best offer. S. Doppelt
225-1837.
For Sale: 1961 Austin Healy 3000 MKII 2
tops, runs great $575. 675-4522.
Cheap Student Flights to London, Amsterdam, Rome, Athens. One way or
Round Trip . Coll 465-73'16 for more info.
Guitarist Needed-Queen of All Saints
Catholic Church wishes guitarist for
their 5:00 PM Moss each soturdoy. The
Church is at 6280 N. Sougonosh (vicinity of Devon and Cicero) If you ore willing and able please coll Fr. Dove
O'Connell, 736-6060.
For Sale: Portable TV 16 in. Trovelorneeds tubes, any reasonable offer. Pan asonic Tope Recorder-perfect working
condition, sacrifice $65.00 also have
tapes.
For Sole: 2 F70- 14 and 2 G70- 14 Goodyear Polygloss Tires. All 4 $25. Coll Poul
656-1949.
For Sole : 2 7:75-14 snow tires on Ford
rims $15 for both. Coll Les 774-4156.
For Sole: 1962 Bel Air - 4 door low mileage-good condition. Coll Ho5-2742 ofter 4 P.M. and all day Sot . & Sun.

Portoble-T.V. 16 in. Trovelor-needs
tubes any reasonable offer.
Panasonic tape recorder-Perfect working condition sacrifice-$65.00-o lso hove
tapes.
Portable Monurol Phonograph-excellent
condition $20.00.
Portable Apt. size monitor washing machine $50.00 or best offer.coll 267-5419

PERSONALS
You're hired!!
The Exceptional Cookbook-hondbound
only $2.50 on sole at the SCEC both at
the Penny Carnival-Thursday April 1st.
Alpha Rho Omega and the Heart Association wish to thank the students and
faculty of NISC for supporting the
Heart Fund Drive lost week . A total of
$65.41 was collected. Thanks to all who
gave .
For any occasion-we ploy folk and blue
gross-low cost-Coll anytime : Aaron 2672151 or John 472-5264.
LSA is full of love.
Congratulations Pot K.

in

the

Shoot em dead.
Girls, Need a summer job? How about
being a counselor at Glencoe Girl Scout
Doy Comp?! June 21 thru Aug . 6, 9:003:00 M-F, No uniforms or regimentation.
If interested, coll Jeanie Beirsdorf 8352644 ( 10:30 PM-11 :00 PM).

Win a dote with the LSA girl of your
choice. LSA will cover the entire cost.

Choose your very own Mayor April 6.
ITS ABOUT TIME .

Hey these classifieds were supposed to
convince you to go to the Carnival.

Penny Candy Sole Thursday April 1st, A
Lounge sponsored by SCEC.

Win a bunny for your honey at the LSA
Penny Carnival-A-lounge.

Vote Fraud? Work election day April 6
coll KID 267-5500.

3-25-71 Happy Birthday Tweetie

Get married at the Penny Carnival and
make it legal.

To Dee
At April's end
All schoolwork done
Enjoy Jamaica, and
have loads of fun
and
sun.
signed, me, myself and I.

" Hate your next door neighbor, But
don't forget to soy Grace ." Eve of Destruction, 1965.
Wonted : Political campaign workers
mayoral election CALL ANN BE5-4050.
Celebration-Thursday, Friday and Saturday Niles.

Charlie Swibel is a swindle.

If you think Lo Lo Leverne was bad,
come see the grim stripper! Celebration.

Get the foct now coll 267 -5500 Friedman for CHICAGO .

Boss and Tweedy thank Ste, Kathleen
for favors granted.

Oh Mr. Mayor R.J .D. will you ever disclose your income .

Don't miss Celebration!

Students traveling to Europe need student ID cord, coll 465-7416.
EURAIL PASS Cords; coll 465-7316.
To whom it may concern: Quote of the
month, week and year: Gort, Klotu, veroto nikto.
Gene is a prince of a guy! Rocky.
Gwenny : Where ore you these days?
King Arthur.

Celebrate with Celebration!
Which come first : The chicken or Student
Gov't?

Big Brother is a Rot Fink. Little Sister.
You can't fool all of the people all of
the time, but some of the time is good
enough for me. KC

Alt. J .H. Either you knew what you
were doing, or you didn' t know what
you were doing . If you didn't know
what you were doing, that speaks for
itself. If, on the other hand, you did
know what you were doing, what the
hell were you trying to do?

Capt. Kirk: Don't give up the ship. Stoy.
NoNo .
Remember the classified lost week
which said all that N. said about R,E,K
and K isn't true? R,E,K, AND Kore wonderful, marvelous, lovely people! N.

Attention Jerry Sachs: You'd better
check your Nuclear collection of Library
Books. Signed North Central.

Prince Gen-Were you ever a frog?
Your mistress

Congratulations Greg Komioc: You've
finally won ... in on illegal election. The
path hos been cleared for you . Roy Rayner.

Fifi: Big blue frogs ore the very in thing!
Rocky

Our Deon of Students: Piller of Temporonce, Tabernacle of Wisdom, Friend ofr
the Students, watch dog of student
rights, Arsenal of democrocy ... stick it.
·

To all my loyal mole subjects. To know
me is to Love me. Gwenny
N.H. - Patriotism con be a disease. E.M.
R.K .-lf you're wondering why people
hove been so hostile lately: people ore
more important than walls. FIFI
N.H.-1 heard "IT" was great. K.C.
RK-Wolls can't appreciate music. Apparently neither con you. T&F
Doug-The carrel is SQUARE and not
round. Why'd you stop v isiting? Pea -.
sonts and Royalty .
Since Christmas I hove knitted 8 scarves
for a total of 51 feet. I need help.
Knitting needles come in different sizes
and shapes; Is that significant.
·
How good ore yo Sundance. Just how
good ore yo.
Congratulations Maureen V.
Jinx: best of luck with JCT...lt's about
time you hod some lovin' !! GG.

LSA is loads of fun.

Hurray for Summer Comps.

LSA supports Northeastern .

To Ali: How is your horny body, hon?
I' m dying ... love Toady.

LSA supports NISC ·clubs.

Come one ... Come all to LSA's - Penny
Carnival.

Tom, I con hardly wait for April, 1972.
Jon .

Win your baby a stuffed animal at LSA's
Penny Carnival.

Kerplunke; At.the rate things ore going, if
you mo.ke th.e odds 100 to 1, you'd collect
a fortune . JC · ·
· ·
. .
P.S. I'll invite y~u & C. to the wedding.

Prove your manhood. Win her a pri'ze at
the carnival.
·
le le le le le le le le

AUDITORIUM

THEATRE

$6.50, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

ELTON JOHN
with
DEE MURRAY &
NIGEL OLSSON
Tues. & Wed., April 13&14
8:00

17.7% tax increase find out April 17th.

Volunteers needed for the finale of
Friedman campaign for mayor . This
weekend we need people to blitz for on
hour or two. On election day, we need
volunteers to stay in the polling places to
insure a fair and honest election.
Please help us. Coll 267-5500, and join
dozens of NISC students already in the
campaign.

Dear Miss Demono: I think your girl 's
basketball team would hove been better if you . didn't favor some of your
players. I think it will be much better
next year if you don't hove favorites. A
concerned fan.
P .S. Maybe you should substitute more
or ploy them according to their ability
not favorites .

B.B. KING
CURTIS MAYFIELD
THE LAST POETS
Sat., April 10, 8&11:30

Up the Down staircase.

Is it true a Nogle Ave, Female hos lost
all her hair to a blue Impala? How's
that you mythologists?

Big sisters ore always helpful.

Corn on the cob is good for you r health.

Carnival-today

s

l2

Tickets at Box Office & all Ticketron Outlets,
including Montgomery Ward & Price-Rite Stares,
and Ticket Central, 300 N. State St.

rGiANT~-HAMBURGERS7
~

640z. Pitoh,, ol Mill1i 1 8111 i/.95
1

LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACE

• BARBECUE RIBS & CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS

'
~

I
t

·• GREAT SUNDAY BRUNCH
Steak & Eggs, potatoes, english
muffins, cocktail or juice,
coffee or tea . .. only $1.95
• COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS 1
• COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
• SPORTS ON COLOR T.V.

